
term paper 
because of Julia's proven dedication to coursework and other academic endeavors I feel 
confident that she will continue to succeed in her graduate studies word like confident powered 
academic endeavors a little bit vague but we'll go into more detail not only was she one of the 
highest achievers in my course in 2017 she also spent much more time in my office than most 
students asking pertinent questions to assist her with personal study of social behavior in class 
she has proven to be a take-charge person who is able to fully developed work plans and 
implement them as you can see comparing this term paper to the previous one this one lacks 
detail it doesn't have it's not talking about the old ovn Gorge or the specific details of her study 
so it might be a good idea if possible to include at least one project you worked on or at least 
one specific detail of what you did in class because as an editor I read a lot of these letters and 
if they're too vague if they just include language about academic endeavors she's great she's 
curious without details it doesn't stand out as much so if you if you can point to what you've 
accomplished in academic course then that will be something that the faculty will be interested 
in and it will help you stand out okay so we're gonna look at some more evidence of characters 
and skills and as a transition you can work use words like also or in addition or furthermore julia 
has also assisted us in our admissions office so this is another thing that she's done that's why 
they've separated it this is another activity not only class work but also she's helped us in our 
office she has successfully demonstrated leadership ability by counseling new and prospective 
students her advice has been a great help to these students so you've this recommenders 
shown that julia is a great student she's curious she's smart but she also is helpful and a good 
leader excellent traits to have in a graduate student finally we have the call to action and you 
can note that this first sentence sort of shows the shows the intention right away it is for these 
reasons that I offer high recommendations for Julia Kim without reservation sort of a template 
sentence as well it is for these reasons that I offer high recommendations for student X without 
reservation your program is among the top in the nation for urban studies and Julia 
demonstrates both the level of empathy and awareness so a targeting of the student to the 
specific program mentioning the program name you could say your universe or you could 
mention the University's name and then reiterating the the skills that you talked about her drive 
and abilities her awareness of statistics her level of empathy finally if you have any questions 
regarding this recommendation please do not hesitate to contact me thank you for your time in 
consideration so you can see that these letters are structurally run-of-the-mill they shouldn't 
deviate too much unless you have a really wild and creative approach that you want to try that 
could be risky but you do want to include details that show how exactly you are a good a good 
candidate for a graduate program especially if the program is competitive so let's discuss some 
overall writing tips and we mentioned these in our SOP at webinar as well you want to show and 
not tell why not just list so what does that mean telling includes few details stevan accomplished 
a lot during his internship what's a lot well let's see he did a lot of great work okay that's not 
detailed and main some significant accomplishments for our company what are these 
accomplishments we're still waiting for them he also motivated he also we have some grammar 
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issues too he also motivated  


